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The main purpose of the present paper is to construct the solution of the

initial value problem for the modified Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation

(0.1) vt—6v2vx-\-vxxx — 0 , —°° <lx, t<C&° .

The subscripts x, t denote partial differentiations. We study smooth real

valued solutions which tend to i w as x —> i t 0 0 for a positive constant m.

As an analogue of the method of Gardner, Greene, Kruskal and Miura

(GGKM) [3], we construct these solutions in terms of the scattering data of

the one dimensional Dirac operator

1 0Ί_ TO -vl
L D = djdx.

In [9], Zakharov and Shabat have studied the initial value problem for the

non-linear Schrϋdinger equation

(0.2) iux+uxx—\u\2u = 0

with the step type initial data as above. They have developed the inverse

scattering theory of

. B + L . o
on formal basis, where ι/* is the complex conjugate of u. They have constructed

the exact solutions of (0.2) in terms of the scattering data of Lu, assuming that

the reflection coefficient identically vanishes.

Now, Liv can be obtained from Lu by putting u—iv, where v is a real valued

function. By virtue of this restriction, the argument can be considerably

simplified and, in the sequel, we can complete the inverse scattering theory of

Liυ. This result enables us to construct the solutions with general step type

initial data.
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In § 1, we describe preliminary materials which concern the Jost solutions

and the scattering data of Lu. In §2, we derive the fundamental integral

equation. In § 3, the solvability of the fundamental integral equation is esta-

blished. In § 4, the inverse scattering problem for Liv are discussed. Finally,

in § 5, the solutions of the initial value problem for the modified KdV equation

(0.1) are constructed.

Throughout the paper, c* denotes the complex conjugate of c.

The author wishes to express his hearty thanks to Professor Shunichi

Tanaka for his invaluable suggestion.

1. Scattering data

In this section, we expose the generality of the scattering data of Lu without

the assumption u—iv. In deriving the following results, methods developed

for the Schrϋdinger operator and other operators have been used in modified form.

For these results, we refer to [1], [2] [4], [6], [8] and [9].

Let m be a positive real number. Put

m± = m exp (ia±), — π^a±<π .

For a complex valued measurable function u=u(x) which tends to m± as x->±°°,

consider the eigenvalue problem

(1.1) Luy = Xyy y=,\yι,y2), X=ξ+iκ ,

on the real axis (—°°, °°).

Let ζ—ζ(X) be the two-valued algebraic function defined by

ζ2 - X2~m2

and R be the upper leaf of the two-sheeted Riemann surface associated with

ζ. We assume Im ζ>0 for λ<Ξi?. For ξ^Rm=R\[—m> m], put

For a two-dimensional vector y=*(yl9 y2) and a matrix A=(atj) of order

2, put

y = \y*> yt) > yτ = \y*> JΊ) >

If y~y[χ) is a solution of (1.1), then y is a solution of (1.1), λ being

replaced by λ*.

For solutions y(x) and z(x) of (1.1), the Wronskian

[y; z] -=y1z2—y2z1
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is constant.

Put

f%(x, λ) - '(m^λ-f), 1) exp (iζx)

fl(x, λ) = '(1, mr\\-ζ) exp {-iζx).

They are solutions of (1.1) for u(x) = m± respectively.

Gasymov [4; Theorem 1.2.1] has shown the following.

Theorem 1.1 (Gasymov [4]). If we assume

S ±oo

(\+\y\)\u(y)-m±\dy+sup±y>±x\u(y)-m±\<ooy
X

then there exist unique solutions f±(x, λ) of (IΛ) such that

/±(*>λ) =/£(*, λ)+o(l)

as x -> i : °° /±(#> λ) «r^ analytic ίnX^R. Moreover there exist matrix functions

A±(x, y)=((A±tJ{xy y))i,rit2 such that

(1.2) /±(*,λ) =/£(*, λ)±J χ A±(x, y)f±(y, \)dy .

Furthermore

\A±ij(x,y)\<C±σ±(x+y)

and

are valid. We have

u(x) = —2iA+21(x, #)+m + .

Proof. Put

then we have

(1.3) f+(x, X) =A(x, X)-iE(x, X) \mE(y, xA ° .f^Γ^My, λ>fy.

This integral equation can be solved by successive approximation which leads

to the existence of the solution and its analyticity.

We refer to [4; ρp53-63] for the existence of kernels A±. Q.E.D.

The functions f±(x, X) are called the Jost solutions.

If we assume that u=iv and αr±=±2~17r, where v is real, then the proof

of this theorem can be considerably simplified as follows. Put

1 im-\ζ-X]
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If we set

h±(x, ζ) - E(\γιf±{x, λ) exp (Tiζx) (λΦO),

then h±(x, ζ) are analytic in ζ, Imζ'X). Assuming

(1.5) k+(x, ζ) = '(0, 1)+ Γ K+(x9 y) exp (2iζy)dy9 K+ = \K+1, K+2),
Jo

put (1.5) into (1.3). And we have

!

x+y
(v(z)—tn)K+2(z, x+y—z)dz = —v(x+y)+m

(1.7) ^ + 2 (Λ. ,y)+ \~(v(z)+m)K+1(z, y)dz - 0 .
J X

These integral equations can be solved by successive approximation. From

this, K+ are real vectors. We have

v(x) = — K+1(x, 0)+m = K_2(xy 0)—m .

The matrix

ΓK±2(x, 2-\y-x)) K±1(x, 2-\y-x)) Ί

L#±1(*. 2"1(j-x)) ΛΓ^A , 2-Hj-x)) J

coincides with the kernels A+(x, y) in Theorem 1.1.

Returning to the case of general complex potential, put

We have

Since σ(σ—f) does not vanish for ξ^Rm, f+(x9 ξ) and f\{x> ξ) are linearly

independent solutions of (1.1). Therefore one can express

(1.8) /-(*, ξ) = a4ξ)f\(xy ξ)+b+(ξ)f+(xi ξ).

Similarly, we have

/+(*. ξ) = «-(?)/!(*, f)+ί_(?)/ -(*, f).
We have

α+(f) = β_(f) = 4f) = ^2[/+;/-]/2σ(σ-?)

and

(1.9) 6+(f) = -ft_(f) = m\j_ /»+]/2σ(σ-f).

We have

(1.10) \a(ξ)\2=l+\b±(ξ)\>.
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This implies that a(ξ) does not vanish for ξEzRm.

The coefficient a(ξ) can be extended to the analytic function

(1.11) a(X) = tn2[f+(x, λ);/.(*, X)]/2ζ(ζ-X), λGΛ.

Put (1.2) into (1.9) and (1.11) and calculate the Wronskians, and we can

obtain the integral representations of a(X) and b±(ξ). For instance, we have

a(X\ = (£-λ)2--m2exp

2ζ(ζ-χ)exp{i(a+-a.)}

+ ^ \
2ζ(ζ—X) Jo

where ccfx) 0 = 1, 2, 3) which are integrable can be expressed explicitly in terms

of the kernels A+.

Because f± are linearly dependent at the zero of α(λ), they are square

integrable by their asymptotic property. By virtue of formal selfadjointness of

Lu, zeros a(\) belong to (—my m). Let λ° be one of zeros of a(X). Then

/_(*, λ°) = d%{x, λ°)

is valid for some constant d°. We have

(1.12) β'(λ°) = -ί{2η°yιm-d0* [" \f+(x, \°)\2dx ,
J —CO

where η°=(m2—λO2)1/2. Hence λ° is a simple zero of a(\).

Similarly to [6; ppl33—134], we can show that a(X) has only finite number of

zeros. We denote them by Xl9 λ2, •••, XN. Put

r±(ξ) = b±(ξ)la(ξ),

which are called reflection coefficients. We have

and

(1.13) k ± ( f ) | < l ,

Put

We call the collection

(1.14) {r±(ξ),n±pXpj

the scattering data of Lu.
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In the following, we assume that u=iv and α ± = i 2 " 1 7 r , where v is real.
Putting (1.5) into (1.9) and (1.1), we have

(1.15) a(\) - x ( l + JJ a(x) exp (2iζx)dχSjlζ

and

(1.16) b+(ξ) = (2iσ)~1 Γ β(x) exp {-2iσx)dx ,

where a(x) and β(x) are real valued integrable functions which can be expressed
explicitly in terms of kernels K±. By (1.14) and (1.15), we have

fl(-λ) = -a(X)

and

b+(ξ) =

Hence, if λ° is a zero of α(λ), then <z(λ) vanishes also at λ=—λ°. Therefore
zeros of a(X) consist of ±κp where

0 = κo<κ1<"-<κn<m .

The linear dependence of f± implies that of h± exp (:£#>). Therefore
we have

h_(x, iη^) e x p (VjX) = djh+(x, tVj) e x p (—V/x), j = 0 , 1, •••, w ,

for some real number d;, where ^^{nP—ic))112. Put

\lj } = imdJVja'^Kj), j= 1, 2,

Define c_. by

By (1.12), c±j are positive numbers.
In place of (1.14), we call the collection

{r±(?)> c±p κj, j = 0, 1, 2, •••, n}

the scattering data of Liv.
By the similar arguments as in [2, p 149], we can show that the condition

(1.18) r(ξ)-+ψi (|

are valid, if and only if
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Moroever the condition

(1-19) r(ξ)<δ<\,

is valid, if and only if

l + \°°a(y)dy = 0.
Jo

Put

and

B2(X) = \-\ζ+im) Ujliiζ-Wj)-1

If the condition (1.18) holds, then 5j(λ)β(λ) is analytic in ζy I m f > 0 , and

has no zero. If we set

ao(ζ) = B1(\)a(\)

and

g(χ) = zr"1 J ^ log Λ0(σ) exp (—2iσx)dσ ,

where integration is taken in ZΛsense, then, by (1.15) and the Payley-Wiener's

theorem, g(x) is a real valued function which vanishes for x<0. Hence we

have

(1.20) g(x)+g(-x) - 7Γ"1 Γ logμo(σ)|2exp
J — oo

and

(1.21) log ao(ξ) = 2"1 ί Γ ^ ( Λ ) exp (2iζx)dx+

Eliminating ^(Λ?) in (1.21) by (1.20), we have

(σ —b)

- o o

Hence, by (1.10), we obtain

(1.22) a(X) = fii(λ)"1 exp

Similarly to above, we have

(1.23) a(X) = B2(X)~1 exp

if (1.18) holds. Thus we can reconstrct a(X) from the reflection coefficient r(ξ).
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2. The fundamental integral equation

In this and subsequent sections, we assume that n—iv and a±=
where v is real.

In [8], Zakharov and Shabat have derived integral equations which con-
nect kernels A± with the scattering data of Lu. In this sectiontwe derive similar
integral equations which connect kernels K± with the scattering data of Ltυ.

By (1.8) we have

Λ(?)-7(f)M*> * 0 - U 0) = {*+(*> *-)-'(o, l)}1

+r+{%)M) e x P (2iσx)h+(x, σ) ,

where

Γ cr —im
J(ζ) = E{ξ+iθγ-iE(ζ+iO) = Γ 1 .

L—im σ

Now, multiply π"1 exp (2iσy) on the above identity and integrate over
(— oo, oo) with respect to σ, where integrations are taken in L2-sense. We have

-(^, ^ - ' ( 1 , 0)} exp(2iσy)ι/σ - 2iΣ/-o R, ,

where i?; is the residue at ζ=tVj of

which is a meromorphic function in ζy Im ζ>0, with simple poles iη}. We have

" ΊΛ / Λ M 1 "Ί

— ij •jifl 1

J\ . — XCJL. e x p ( — JL"Π \oc~\~'y)) UIΛ-KX* ι^],).
' λ "ί 1 -Vjm]

Hence we have

(2.1+) Kl(x, y)+F+(x+y)<(0, 1) + (" F+(x+y+z)K+(x, z)dz = 0
Jo

where

1 —V: 1ft

Γ« exp ί 2 ^*)^
Similarly we have

(2.1-) Kl(x,y)+F_(x+yγ(l,O) + ̂ F_(x+y+z)K_(x, z)dz = 0

where
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(2.2-) ^-(*) = 2ΣA*

+*'1 Γ Kf )/(£) e P x {-
J — oo

By (1.15) and (1.16), we have

KΏ* = K-f)
This shows that F±(x) are real matrices.

We call (2.1^) the fundamental integral equations.

3. Solvability of the fundamental equation

In this section we discuss the solvability of the fundamental equation (2.1)
as an integral equation for K.

Assuming that G is bounded integrable in (a, oo) for any a, put

(Tc,J)(y) = Γ G(x+y+z)f(z)dz
Jo

^O, oo). Then TG x is a completely continuous operator as an operator
on L^O, oo).

We have

Theorem 3.1. If F(x) defined by (2.2) is bounded integrable in {a, oo) for
any a} then / + TFτx has the bounded inverse for any x, where I is the identity.

Proof. Suppose φ is a solution of

(I+TFrχ)φ = O

in L\0, oo). By the boundedness of Fy that of φ follows. So φ belongs to
L2(0, oo). Put

h(ζ) = '(htf), h2(ζ)) - Γ φ(x) exp (2iζx)dx , Im ζ>0 ,
Jo

Γ E Λ(*,σ)*
H(x,σ) =

lR(x, σ) E

and

Hj(x) = 2cj exp (—lηp

where E is the unit matrix of order 2. Then we have
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(3.1)

X(<r)*H(x,

H. are nonnegative definite real symmetric matrices. On the other hand, the
Hermitian matrix H is unitarily equivalent to the diagonal matrix

Ί + \r(ξ)\
0

0

0

1 +
0

r(ξ)\
0 1

0

0

0

-IK?)
0

0 N

0

1 o

i-Kf)h

Hence, by (1.14), the right hand side of (3.1) contains only positive terms.
Therefore we have

X(σ)*H(x, σ)X{σ) = 0

for any x, σ. Therefore h(σ)=0 follows. This shows φ(x)=0.
By Theorem 3.1, the operator equation

(3.2)

Q.E.D.

is uniquely solvable for a continuous L1-valued function ψx. We denote the
unique solution by φx. Then, by Theorem 3.1, φx is a continuous L1-valued
function. Moreover we have

Lemma 3.2. Suppose that F is absolutely continuous and F, Ff are in
L\a^ oo) for any a. Let ψx be continuously differentiable in x as a U-valued
function, then the solution φx is differ entiable in x and

holds.

A proof for this Lemma is completely parallel to [7; Lemma 4.3, pp 342-343].
Put y}rx= —F(x-\-y)Tt(0, 1) and the equation (3.2) coincides with the funda-

mental equation (2.1). By Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.2, K(x, y) is differentaible
in the ordinary sense. Put

(3.3) v(x) = -Kλ(xy 0)+m

and

(3.4) /(*, λ) = exp (iξx)E(X)ί['(0, 1) +J~ K(x, y) exp (2iζy)dy} ,

where E(\) is the matrix defined by (1.4). Then we have
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Theorem 3.3. If F is absolutely continuous and F, Ff are in L\ay oo) for

any a, then f defined by (3.4) is differentίable in x and satisfies

(3.5) Livf=Xf

for v=v(x) defined by (3.3).

Proof. Put

J(x, y) = f(K2x(x, y)-(v(x)+m)K1(xJ y)y Klx(x, y)-Kly{x, y)

-{v{x)-m)K2{x,y)).

Then, (3.5) holds if and only if J(χ, y)=0. We have

Fί(x) = lmFλ{x),

where

By this relation, we have

M yY+ Γ F{x+y+z)J{x, z)dz = 0 .
Jo

Hence, by Theorem 3.1, J(χ, y)=0 follows. Q.E.D.

4. The inverse problem

Let n be a nonnegative integer, κ} (j=0, 1, •••, ή) be nonnegative numbers

such that

0 = /co<κ1<'^</cn<m

and Cj (j=0, 1, •••, n) be positive numbers. Suppose r(ξ) (ξ^Rm) be a function

which satisfies the conditions

'(-£) = r(£)*, \r(ξ)\<lyξ^RmJ

Moreover we assume that either

r{ξ) - Ψi (ξ - ±m)

or

Determine a(ξ) from r(^) by (1.22) and (1.23) respectively. Put

r+(ξ) = r(f), r_{ξ) = _ β ( f)- iβ(_f)r + ( f-)
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and define c^} from c f ; = c ; according to (1.16).
Put

1

We assume that F±(x) are absolutely continuous and F±(±x), F'±(±x) belong
to L\ay oo) for any a.

Let K±(xy y) be the unique solutions of the fundamental equations (2.1 ± )
whose kernels F± are defined above.

Put

v+(x) = -K+1(x, 0)+m

and

v_(x) = K_2(x, 0)—m .

By Theorem 3.3,

/+(*, λ) = exp (ff*)£(λ)|'(O, 1) + j o K+(x, y) exp

and

f-(x, λ) - exp (-ίf*)£(λ)('(l, 0)+ (° K-(x, y) exp {-2v

satisfy (1.1) for ^ = ^ ± respectively.
Next we show that v±(x) coincide. This follows immediately, once the

equality

(4.1) a(ξ)-y_(x, ξ) =f*+(x, ξ)+r+(ξ)f+(x, ξ),

is established, where

Put

g(x, σ) = h\{x, σ)+exp {2ίσx)r+{ζ)J{ξ)h+{x, σ)

and

G(x, y) = 7Γ-1 Γ {g(x, σ ) - ' ( l , 0)} exp (2ίσy)rfσ ,

where

A+(*. σ) = '(1, 0)+ Γ K+(x, y) exp {lίσy)dy .
Jo

Then we have

G(x,y) - A:+(Λ,y)+F0

+(Λ+y)'(0, 1 ) + Γ F%(x+y-\-z)K+(x, z)dz ,
Jo
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where

F°, (x) = π-1 Γ r+(ξ)J(ξ) exp {2iσx)dσ .
J - O O

L e m m a 4.1. The function g(x, σ) can be extended to the domain, Im ζ>Q,
as a meromorphic function g(x, ζ) whose poles are simple and exhausted by iη}

0 = 0 , 1, 2, •••,*).

Proof. Putting

j UΓ+(Λ?, ar) ex

and

We have

TΓ"1 \ q^Xy σ) exp {2iσy)d

= 2e+/ exp (-2^*+^)) Γ^* / l{'(0, 1) + ( X ( ^ *)
L — 1 Vj/wij { J o

By the fundamental equation,

G(a, y) - TΓ"1 Σ;"o Γ ?/Λ?, CΓ) exp {2ίσy)dσ ,

follows. Therefore, we have

(4.2)

So, ^(Λ?, σ) can be extended to the analytic function g^x, ζ)> Im ζ>0. Q.E.D.

Put

J(X) = λ"1
ζ —im

X(ΞR,
-im ζ J '

(4.3) h(x, ζ) = a(\)J(X)-ig(x, ζ)

and

f(x, λ) = exp (-iζx)J(\)h(x9 ζ).

By Lemma 4.1,/(x, λ) is holomorphic in \ E £

We have

Theorem 4.2. The function h(x, ζ) defined by (4.3) is represented as
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(4.4) h(x, ζ) = >(Q, l)+\° K(x,y)exp(-2iζy)dy,

where K(x, y) is the unique solution of the fundamental equation (2.1-).

Proof. By the absolute continuity of F and the integrability of F'y the
existence and integrability of K+y(x, y) follows. Hence crg^x, σ) is bounded
as a function of σ. By (4.2), we can apply the Phragmen-Lindelϋf type
argument (see [6;pl68, problem 32]) and conclude that ζgλ(x, ζ) is bounded in
the domain Im ζ>0 for x>0. This implies that as | ζ\ -»°o(Im

where convergence is uniform. Hence we have

Γ {h(x, σ )- ' ( l , 0)} exp (2iσy)dσ = 0 ,
J-oo

Therefore, the representation (4.4) holds.
By direct calculation, we have

a-\ξ)J(ξ)h+{x, σ) = h'(x, σ)+exp (~2iσx)r_(ξ)J(ξ)h(x, σ).

Hence the kernel K(x, y) satisfies the fundamental equation (2.1—). Q.E.D.
By this Theorem, the equality

K(x,y) = K_{x,y)

follows. This shows that

So we have shown the fulfillment of the equality (4.1). Therefore v±(x) coin-

cide for x>0.

From the fundamental equation, the estimates

I K±(x, y)\<C± suP±2>±(x+y) I F±(z) \

follows. Hence, we have finally

Theorem 4.3. Let r(ξ) satisfy the conditions formulated at the beginning
of this section and also zoe assume that m+^x) belong to L1(ay °o) for any a, where

Then

{r±(ξ)>c±P Kpj = 0, 1, — ,w}

are the scattering data of Liΰ.
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For the application of this result to the construction of the solution of the
modified KdV equation (0.1), we need the relation between the smoothness of the
potential v and that of the reflection coefficient r(ξ).

Let S be the space of C°°-functions which are rapidly decreasing together
with all their derivatives and Dm be the set of C"-functions which tend to ±m
as x —> i oo and whose derivatives belong to S.

We have

Lemma 4.4. Suppose that the potential v is n-times continuously differentiable
junction with integrable derivatives. Then K^'k)(xy y)=(d /dx)j (d /d y)kK+(x, y)
exist for j , k; l<y-f&<τz and the estimates

IKWXx, y)+v^\x+y) I + \KW\x, y) | <C+σ+(x+y)

hold.

The proof of this Lemma is completely parallel to that of [7; Lemma 1.3,
p 334].

Next we have

Theorem 4.6. The potential v belongs to Dm if and only if ζ~λr{ξ) belongs
to S as the function of a variable σ.

Proof. If we express a(x) and β(x) defined by (1.15) and (1.16) in terms
of K±J by calculating the Wronskians in (1.8) and (1.9), then, by Lemma 4.4,
a(x) and β(x) are infinitely differentiable except at x~0 and rapidly decreasing
together with all derivatives.

By (2.1), we have

A_(*, σ) = a(ξ)J(ξ)hl(x, cτ)+b(ξ)h+(x, σ) exp (2zW) .

Multiply π~ι exp (2iσy)(— \x\ <jy<0) on the second component of the above
relation, integrate over (—°°, oo) with respect to σ, differentiate with respect
to y and let y \ 0. Then we have an explicit representation for β{x)

β(x) = v\x)-(v(x)-m) Γ (v2(z)-m2)dz+2m Γ\v2(z)-m2)dz

"a'{z)K+ϊ{x, z)+(2ma(z)-β(x+z))K+2(x, z)dz .Γ
Jo

Hence β(x) is infinitely differentiable even at #=0, i.e, β(x) belongs to S.

Next we assume

Then, by Lemma 4.4, (2iσξa(ξ))'1 is a C~-function of σ. As mentioned
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above, 2tσb(ξ) belongs to S. Hence

belongs to S.

On the other hand if we assume

(4.5) l

then we have

Γ β(x)dx = 0.

This implies that there exists <γ(x)^S such that

Ύ'(x) = β(x)

This shows

y(x) exp (—2tσx)dx.

The condition (4.5) implies that (fα(g))"1 is a C~-function with bounded

derivatives. Therefore ξ~ιr(ξ) belongs to S.

The proof for the converse statement can be obtained by induction based

on Lemma 3.2. Q.E.D.

5. Construction of the solution of the modified KdV equation

Put

= - 4 Z ) 3 + 3[ v2 vxl Yv2 vΛ

\D+3D\
vx v2] lvx v2}.Then, by direct calculation, the modified KdV equation (0.1) is equivalent to

(5.1) dLtv(t)/dt — [Bυ(t)j Liv(t)] = Bυ(t)Ltυ(t)—Liv(t)Bvω .

Let v—v(t)—v(x, i) be a smooth solution of (0.1). Suppose

(5.2) LiMf± = λ/± .

Differentiate this with respect to t, then, by (5.1),

df±ldt~BMf±

satisfy the differential equation (5.2). Hence if υ belongs to Dm for each t,

then, by the asymptotic property and the uniqueness of the Jost solution, we

have

(5.3) df±ldt-BMf± =
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Differentiating (1.8) with respect to t and eliminating df+jdt by (5.3), we have

da/dtf± + {db±ldtT(8iσ3+l2m2iσ)b±} f± = 0 .

So we have

*(ξ, t) = a(ξ, 0)

and

(5.4) b±(ξ, t) = b±(ξ, 0) exp {±(8/σ3+ \2mHσ)t) .

Hence a(X, t) is independent of t and so are its zeros ± ^ ( 7 = 0 , 1, •••,«).
Similarly we have

(5.5) c±j(t) = c±.(0) exp {±(Sv3j-l2m%})t} .

Conversely, suppose that

are the scattering data of the operator Lh9 v^Dm. Define r±(f, t)=b±(ξ, t)/a(ξ)
and c±J{t) by (5.4) and (5.5). Put

v ιm 1

W"1 Γ exp

Then, by Theorem 3.1, the fundamental equations (2.1^) with the kernels
F±(x, t) are uniquely solvable. We denote the solutions by K±(x, y, t). Put

(^' } υ-(x, t) = K_2(x, 0, t)-m .

As ^(im, ί ) — K i w ) > t n e condition required to show v+(x, t)=v_{x, t) is clearly
satisfied. Thus, by Theorem 4.3 and 4.5, we have

Theorem 5.1. If v(x) belongs to Dm, then there exists the unique potential

v(x, t)&Dm whose scattering data is

{r±(ξ,t),c±ί(t),κj9j=0, l, ,n}

for each t.

We have finally

Theorem 5.2. The potential v(x, t) defined by (5.6) satisfies the modified KdV

equation (0.1).
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Proof. It is sufficient to show that the relation (5.3) holds. Infact, di-
fferentiate (5.2) with respect to t and eliminate dfjdt by (5.3). Then we have

(dLi9(t)ldt-[BM,LiM])f=O.

By direct calculation, the relation (5.3) is equivalent to

(5.7) dhjdt = g± ,

where

h+(x, ζ, t) = <(0, 1) + [" K+(x, y, t) exp (2iζy)dy ,
Jo

h.(x, ζ, t) = '(1, Q) + ̂ K.(x,y, t) exp (~2iζy)dy

and

g±(x, ζ, t) = 12ζ2h±xΨ \2iζh±xx-\h±xxx

Vv2 v "1 YΊLVV* v~» Ί
+ 6 \(±iζh±+h+s)+3 \h±=f6iξm2h±.

lPχ v2] L vxx 2vvx]

Substitute (5.8) into this and integrate by part. Then we have

g+(x, ζ, t) = ("/(*, y, t) exp (2iζy)dy ,
Jo

, v24-m2 vx
J(x,y,t)=-K+xxx+3 T * \K+X.

where

As F(x, y) is difΐerentiable with respect to t, so is K+. The relation

Ft+Fxxx~6mΨx - 0

is valid. Hence we have

(5.9) K\t(x, y3 ή+ Γ F(x+y+z, t)K+t(x, z, t)dz - D(x, v, t),
Jo

where

D(x,y, t) = Γ (Fxxx(x+y+z, t)-6m2Fx{x+y+z, t)K+(x, z, t)dz
Jo

*, t)-6m2Fx(x+y, t))\0, 1).

By direct calculation, we can show that J(x, yy i) satisfies (5.9). Therefore, by
Theorem 3.1, K+t=J follows. Q.E.D.

Next we discuss the reflectionless solution which can be obtained under
the assumption r(f) = 0. This implies
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F±(x) - 2Σ/io c±J Γ ^ \ 1 exp_ \

This shows that we can express the unique solution K(x, y) of the fundamental
equation as

where fJ(x)=lt(fi}(x),f2j{x))' Substitute this into the fundamental equation
(2.1), and we have the system of the 2(n+ί) linear algebraic equations

(5.10) /., ,)-1 exp ( - 2 ^ ) / / * )

= - ' ( 1 , 0 ) , ( ί = 0 , 1, »,n),

whose coefficient matrix is easily seen to be nondegenerate. L e t / ;.(#) ( ί=l , 2
and/=0, 1, •••, ri) be the unique solutions of (5.10). Then we have the reflec-
tionless potential

(5.11) v°(x) ^ 2 Σyli c/m-%fλJ(x)-f2j(x)) exp (~2Vtx)+m .

Put

h±j(x) = c/1 qFw"1^.) exp {-V^){fιj{x)±f2j{x)),

where j = l , 2, « ,w for+and 7 = 0 , 1, •••,# for —. Then we can rewrite the
formula (5.11) as

(5.12) v°n{x) - Σ A h+j(x) exp ( - v ) ~ Σ / i o A-/Λ?) exp ( -

The functions h±j satisfy the linear algebraic equations

h±i(x)+a±i exp (—ViX) Ίlj{"nι+v)'ιh±j{x) exp (—v/

= — β ± t e x p (—77,-Λ?) ,

where Λ±f=έ:f (l Ψm^Vi). Put

yί+ = ( Λ + ί exp (-(

and

^_ = (α- f exp (—(

Then Z?M+^4+ and £"M+1+^4_ are positive definite, where Ek is the unit matrix of

order k. (See [5; Lemma 1].)

We have

Proposition 5.3. The equality
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v°n(x) = d{\og(det(En+A+)ldεt(En+1+A_))}ldx+tn

holds.

Proof. By the Cramer's formula, we have

where Z), is the determinant obtained by replacing the i-th column
by| '(—a+1 exp (—y^), —a+2exp(—η2x)y •••, — a+n exp (—vMx)). On the other
we have

</{log det(En+A+)}ldx = Σ.-Ii ΔI / d e t ( ^ + ^ + ) ,

where Δ, is the determinant obtained by replacing the i-th column of
dzt(En+A+) by *{—a+1 exp (-(Vi+Vi)x), -a+2 exp (—{v2+Vi)x)> —, ~a+n exp
(—(Vn+Vi)x))' Hence we have

Δ, = exp(—?7, ff)A.

Therefore we have

J {log det(£ ' M +^ + )}/^ - Σ ^ o *-*(*) e x P ( - ^ )

Completely pallalel to above, we have

d {log det(En+1+A_)}/dx - Σ £ o A-,(Λ) exp ( - ^ ) . Q.E.D.

If the reflectionless scattering data £<,— {0, ί:;.(ί), κpj—0, 1, " ,n} depend
on ί as (5.5), we denote the unique solutions of (5.10) which correspond to So

by fij(χ> 0 (^—1, 2 and y=0, 1, •••,#). Then we have the explicit formula of
the reflectionless solutions

(5.13) v(x, 0 - 2 Σylo *,(»Γ Vi/*' 0-Λ/^ 0) e xP (-2^ y )+w ,

where z~x—{Wj—6m2)t.
Now suppose w=0 in (5.13), and we have

v°o(x, t) = m tanh (m(x+2m2t+S)),

where δ=(2w)~1 log {c~ιm). Thus the reflectionless solutions (5.13) contain the
traveling wave solution Vo(x, t).
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